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Article abstract
Toward an Anthropology of the Work Site : Inside A Brewery in Togo
Two questions guide this study of the Togolese plant of the Brasserie du Bénin.
First, does the workplace give its employees generally convergent attitudes ?
Further, does the organization of labour under Taylorism allow an influential
place to ethnic values ?
The study of this plant is carried out under two perspectives. One reading is
spatio-temporal, since for Taylorites, space is subordinated to various
ephemeral aspects of the production process. A parallel emphasis is
anthropological, as the social characteristics, labour practices and
interpersonal relations of workers are reconstructed with respect to three sorts
of space/time/practice clusters - the machine, the production line, the
workshop.
A pair of social consequences are next noted. First is a core of senior
employees, favouring conservatism and unity, and so acknowledged and
upheld by management. The other is a largely kinship-based recruitment
network whose advantage coincides with certain chinks in the web of labour
mechanisms proposed by Taylor.
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